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Important Disclaimer

Presentation and Company

You must read the following notices (Disclaimer) before reading or making any use of this presentation or any information contained in it (collectively, the Presentation). The Presentation is private and confidential and has been prepared solely for informational purposes by 
Universal Biosensors, Inc. (Company). By receiving the Presentation, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, accepted and satisfied the terms and conditions of this Disclaimer and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Disclaimer, including any 
modifications to them. No part of this Presentation may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written permission of the Company. This presentation is intended to provide a general outline only and is not intended to be a 
definitive statement on the subject matter. This presentation is not financial advice and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of a particular person. Neither the Company, nor its officers or advisors or any other person warrants 
the accuracy of the analysis herein or guarantees the investment performance of the Company. Investors must make their own independent assessment of the Company and undertake such additional enquiries as they deem necessary or appropriate for their own investment 
purposes. 

Forward Looking Statements and Risks

The statements contained in this presentation that are not purely historical are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the United States Exchange Act. Forward-looking statements in this presentation include statements regarding our expectations, beliefs, hopes, 
intentions or strategies. You can identify these forward-looking statements by the fact that they use words such as “anticipate”, “estimate”, “expect”, “project”, “should”, “can”, “could”, “propose”, “potential”, “outlook”, “future”, “illustration”, “predict”, “will”, “would”, “intend”, “plan”, 
“believe”, “target”, “may”, “assume” and other words and terms of similar meaning in connection with any discussion of future operating or financial performance. All forward-looking statements included in this presentation are based upon information available to us as of the date 
hereof, and we assume no obligation to update any such forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Our actual results could differ materially from our current expectations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
our current expectations include but are not limited to: the success of research and development activities, decisions by regulatory authorities regarding approval of our products, UBI’s ability to protect its patents and other intellectual property, difficulties or delays in 
manufacturing, the ability to successfully market new and existing products, competitive developments affecting our products, fluctuations in interest and currency exchange rates, distribution, pricing, reimbursement, acquisitions or divestitures, litigation or government 
investigations and legislation or regulations that affect product production. The Company is subject to a number of risks which may result in our actual results differing materially from our current expectations. These risks may be out of the control of, and unknown to, UBI and its 
officers, employees, advisors or agents. For a summary of key risks, refer to the Company’s most recent Form 10-K filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and the Australian Securities Exchange. 

Past Performance and Financial Information

Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. Actual results could differ materially from those referred to in this Presentation. All dollar values are in 
Australian dollars (AUD$) unless otherwise stated. This Presentation contains pro forma and forecast financial information. The pro forma and forecast financial information provided in the Presentation is for information purposes only and is not represented as an indication of 
the Company’s actual or future financial position. In addition, certain figures, amounts, percentages, estimates, calculations of value and fractions in this presentation are subject to the effect of rounding. Therefore, the actual calculation of these figures may differ from the 
figures set out in the Presentation.

Photographs, Diagrams and Industry Data

Photographs in this Presentation which do not have descriptions are used for illustration only and should not be interpreted to mean that any person shown endorses this Presentation or its contents or that the assets shown are owned by the Company. Diagrams in this 
Presentation have been prepared by the Company, are illustrative only and may not be drawn to scale. Unless stated otherwise, all data contained in tables, charts and graphs is based on information available at the date of this Presentation. This Presentation contains industry 
and market data and statistics, third party estimates and other information (including industry forecasts and projections). The Company has not independently verified the industry data included in this Presentation.

Securities and Distribution Limited

Under applicable United States securities laws all of the shares of our common stock are “restricted securities” as that term is defined in Rule 144 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Restricted securities may be resold in the public market to United States persons as 
defined in Regulation S only if registered for resale or if they qualify for an exemption from registration under the Securities Act. We have not agreed to register any of our common stock for resale by security holders. Distribution or release of this Presentation outside Australia 
may be restricted by law and such restrictions should be observed. Persons who come into possession of this Presentation who are not in Australia should seek advice on and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of 
applicable securities laws.
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Universal Biosensors
Business focus 2023

UBI has $28.5m in cash reserves.

80% of our business focus is on delivering sales growth:

• “In market” sales for Sentia are already growing,

• Our distribution network for our Xprecia products is growing strongly,

• Termination of Siemens contract expected to have positive impact on Xprecia sales during 2023,

• We will launch five new products in 2023 delivering first sales:

 Xprecia Prime (including launch in USA),
 Petrackr (blood glucose biosensor for cats & dogs),
 Fructose (wine test on the Sentia platform and the relaunch with Glucose),
 Titratable Acidity (wine test on the Sentia platform), 
 Acetic Acid (wine test on the Sentia platform). 

UBI expect to have enough cash to fund all Development Asset investments and day-to-day operations 
during 2023 and beyond.F
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20% of our business focus is on developing new products and technology platforms:
• Cancer,
• Fertility,
• Infectious disease,
• Environmental.

More than $9m (non-recurring) will be invested during 2022 in development of: 
• Sentia Fructose biosensor, 
• Sentia Titratable Acidity biosensor, 
• Sentia Acetic Acid biosensor, 
• Xprecia Prime (our next generation coagulation testing product), 
• Petrackr (our blood glucose biosensor for animals).

4

Universal Biosensors
Business focus 2023
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Universal Biosensors
Background

UBI (ASX:UBI) is a biosensor company and world leader in electrochemical cell technology.

Our patented technology is based on diagnosis and measurements using a portable handheld device 
from a “finger prick of blood” sample (size).

Our ambition is to build a multi product stable of biosensors in large markets which generate ongoing 
revenue streams and strong margins. 

Our revenue model is to sell the handheld, portable analyzer into high volume repeat-use scenarios and 
then sell single use, disposable biosensor strips which are used for each diagnostic test.
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Universal Biosensors
Strong pipeline of products

19 years 2001 – 2020

2 product launches: 
1. A blood glucose monitoring product for LifeScan, Inc.

2. Xprecia Stride for Siemens Healthineers. 

Product launches and development pipeline: 
1. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Free SO2 (launched)
2. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Malic Acid (launched)
3. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Glucose (launched)
4. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Fructose (to be launched)
5. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Titratable Acidity (to be launched)
6. Sentia – wine testing biosensor Acetic Acid (to be launched)
7. Xprecia Prime – approved for sale in Europe (to be launched)
8. Xprecia Prime – Clinical trials ongoing in USA (finalizing, to be launched) 
9. Petrackr - Blood glucose biosensor for cats & dogs (to be launched) 
10. Cancer Tn Antigen biosensor (development continues)
11. Aptamer based fertility biosensor (development continues)
12. Aptamer based COVID-19 biosensor (development continues)
13. Aptamer based environmental biosensor for PFAS (development continues)

2 years 2021 – 2022
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Universal Biosensors
Increased limits of detection delivers new product capability
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Universal Biosensors
First sales for five new products to be launched in 2023
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Sentia
Business update

Sentia wine testing products are sold to distributors who buy devices and 
strips in larger numbers and then on-sell to wineries over time.  In the initial 
roll out phase, sales to distributors are often lumpy so it is hard to measure 
how Sentia sales are performing “In Market”.

Sentia is also sold directly to wineries by UBI’s USA sales team which 
represent “In Market” sales.

In Market sales are measured by devices registered as being used in the field 
by our technology platform and is the key to long term sales growth. 

For the 9 months ending 30 September 2022 (estimated); 

• “In Market” Device sales grew at an average of 17% per quarter.

• “In Market” Strip sales grew at an average of 42% per quarter.

• Average Selling Price per strip has increased 82% between the nine 
months ended 30 September 2021 and 2022.

Estimated in market sales (average)
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Sentia
Business update

Three more wine testing biosensor products are expected to be launched Q4 2022 and first sales 
expected during Q1 2023:
• Fructose 

• Titratable Acidity 

• Acetic Acid 
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Sentia
Business update – Fructose 

Fructose and Glucose are primary 
sugars in wine grapes that reduce 
during primary fermentation and are 
tested concurrently.

Practical elimination of these sugars is 
critical for all dry wines.

Global Market Estimate

$AUD ANZ USA RoW Total

Glucose & 
Fructose

7,445,536 35,471,876 125,280,000 168,197,412

The ability to detect the presence of Fructose and Glucose at low levels is critical in confirming the 
wine is ‘dry’. Any residual amounts risk in bottle fermentation.

Fructose and Glucose are measured most frequently during the primary fermentation process of wine 
which lasts up to 4 weeks.  A winemaker will test up to 5 times per barrel.

Current methods of detection include benchtop laboratory devices and test tablets: 
• Test tablets are widely inaccurate and can not confirm the dryness of the wine.
• For benchtop devices test times are between 20-30 minutes,
• Upfront equipment costs are high,
• Trained staff are needed,
• Total test costs including labour are above $6.
The Sentia Fructose and Glucose tests will take less than 60 seconds and cost a few dollars each.

Sources: Australian and New Zealand Wine Industry Directory, New Zealand Winegrowers 
Annual Report, OIV Statistical Report on World Vitiviniculture, UBI Winemaker Interviews
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Sentia
Business update – Titratable Acidity 

Titratable Acidity is a measure of the 
amount of physical acid in a wine 
sample. The most prevalent acids are 
tartaric, malic and citric acids.

High acid levels provide tart and sour 
taste whilst increasing stability as 
bacteria growth is discouraged.
Titratable Acidity is measured throughout the whole winemaking process so that necessary acid 
adjustments can be made until the wine is bottled. A winemaker will test up to 5 times per batch.

Current methods include traditional lab-based titration and auto-titrators:
• Trained staff are required,
• Test time between 10-20 minutes,
• Large upfront costs for auto-titrators,
• Total test costs including labour are above $6.

The Sentia Titratable Acidity test will take less than 60 seconds and cost a few dollars each.

Global Market Estimate

$AUD ANZ USA RoW Total

Titratable Acidity 3,988,680 13,301,952 46,980,000 64,270,632

Sources: Australian and New Zealand Wine Industry Directory, New Zealand Winegrowers 
Annual Report, OIV Statistical Report on World Vitiviniculture, UBI Winemaker Interviews
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Global Market Estimate

$AUD ANZ USA RoW Total

Acetic Acid 10,636,480 35,471,880 125,280,000 171,388,360

13

Sentia
Business update – Acetic Acid 

Acetic Acid can be used as an 
indicator for the Volatile Acidity and is 
produced during or after the 
fermentation period.

High levels of Acetic Acid lead to 
certain odours and taste of vinegar. It 
is considered a highly undesirable 
fault of wine.
Acetic Acid is measured after the fermentation period, mostly throughout the ageing process of the 
wine and is tested as often as FSO2.

Acetic Acid is very important in European regions as they typically have a longer ageing period.  

Current methods of detection include traditional lab-based methods and benchtop devices: 
• Test times are between 20-30 minutes,
• Upfront equipment costs are high,
• Trained staff are needed,
• Total test costs including labour are above $10.
The Sentia Acetic Acid test will take less than 60 seconds and cost a few dollars each.

Sources: Australian and New Zealand Wine Industry Directory, New Zealand Winegrowers 
Annual Report, OIV Statistical Report on World Vitiviniculture, UBI Winemaker Interviews
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Xprecia
Business update

UBI:
• Recorded for the first time more sales via its own 

distribution network than through Siemens in Q3.

• Has successfully transitioned over 50% of the legacy 
Siemens distribution network which are now buying 
directly from UBI (another 15% are still in negotiation).

• Recorded 37% growth of sales directly to non-
Siemens distributors between the nine months ended 
30 September 2021 and 2022. 

• Recorded a 11% increase in Average Selling Price per 
strip between the nine months ended 30 September 
2021 and 2022.
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Forecasting sales for Xprecia Stride for the FY22 year is difficult given our major customer, 
Siemens Healthineers continues to “run down” its levels of stock ahead of the March 2023 
termination and hand back of Xprecia sales to UBI.

The anticipated launch of Xprecia Prime is on track:

• 350 Xprecia Prime devices will be delivered to UBI before the end of the year and sales are 
expected to commence.  

• Regulatory approval obtained to sell Xprecia Prime in 32 countries in Europe during H1 
2022. 

• Xprecia Prime USA clinical studies progressing well with 350 patients of the FDA’s required 
360 enrolled.  Enrollment is expected to completed during 2022.  

UBI now have 27 distribution agreements in place covering 19 countries.

Sales in 2023 are expected to benefit from the finalization of the Siemens hand over and the 
launch of Xprecia Prime. 

15

Xprecia
Business update
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Hemostasis Reference Laboratory
Business update

Sales at Hemostasis Reference Laboratory (HRL) have been negatively impacted during FY22 
because of a Q1 2022 business shutdown to move premises and validate and commission a new 
laboratory and new equipment.  

In addition, whilst the opportunities to win new work “pipeline” is strong, HRL is yet to replace its 
existing contract work, that has been completed, which has negatively impacted FY22 sales.

UBI spent $0.3m on moving the laboratory to a new location and purchasing new equipment which will 
facilitate the expansion our specialist services into: 

• Inflammatory disease; 

• Cytokines; and 

• Multiplex Immunoassay Platform.

UBI is forecasting a better sales performance for FY23.
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Petrackr
Business update

60 prototype devices were delivered to UBI in October.

Contact has been made with 100+ potential distributors globally.

10 companies in advanced discussions (ie. NDA, Term Sheet) covering:
• United States (4x) including one global player,
• United Kingdom (2x),
• Europe,
• Australia,
• China,
• Finland.
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It’s estimated 1.25m animals have diabetes globally 
of which:
• 552,000 animals are in the US:
 300,000 dogs (1 in 300 have diabetes).
 252,000 cats (1 in 230 have diabetes). 

Estimated global market size $239m in 2022.

Market is growing at a CAGR of 11.35% and 
projected to be $414m in 2027.

138 million test strips estimated in 2022 (62 million in 
the US).

Projected number of test strips per animal with 
diabetes is 112 p.a.
Treatment recommendations after diagnosis include; 
Glucose monitoring, Insulin therapy, Diet Change, Exercise. 
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Petrackr
Business update
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Cancer Biosensor 
First global publication of Tn Biosensor results

UBI achieved a significant milestone when the work done on our 
cancer biomarker was accepted for publication by the American 
Chemical Society Journal “ACS Sensors”. 

The article’s title is:  

A Rapid Point of Care Electrochemical Sensor for the Detection of 
Cancer Tn Antigen Carbohydrate in Whole Unprocessed Blood

American Chemical Society Journal “ACS Sensors” is the world’s 
premier international chemical, peer-reviewed, open access journal 
on the science and technology of sensors. The publication follows a 
rigorous international scientific peer-reviewed process on the work 
performance.

Publication is due shortly. 
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Cancer Biosensor 
Update

UBI reported the results of its first development trial with The Peter 
MacCallum Cancer Centre during H1 2022.  The results were very 
promising.

UBI’s recent focus has been on the manufacturing process for the 
biosensors with the aim to create a reliable and reproducible 
biosensor which can be manufactured in high volumes at UBI.  

We continue to develop  the biosensor test strip with this in mind 
and our next series of development studies (including the Victoria 
Cancer Biobank trial) will commence once the next generation of 
biosensor test strips are complete.

Our Tn Biosensor project remains broadly on track and within our 
projected timelines and budgets.

Results from Peter Mac development trial
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Work on our aptamer based COVID-19 biosensor platform 
is progressing.

Our first pilot clinical study, testing live COVID-19 virus, 
will begin during November 2022.

The work performed on the aptamer based COVID-19 
biosensor platform is all transferrable to our fertility 
hormone monitoring tests and will fast track this 
development (on the same platform).

The three aptamers for estradiol, progesterone and 
luteinizing hormone have been developed and are at the 
UBI facility. Initial testing has been performed and the 
results look promising. Full proof of concept work will 
begin in Q4 2022.

Covid & Fertility Biosensors
Update
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Work on combining our two previously decommissioned blood glucose manufacturing lines is 
progressing on track and on budget.

UBI’s ambition is to create manufacturing capability for our new biosensor test strip platforms used for:

• Cancer,

• Fertility,

• Infectious disease,

• Environmental.

New Manufacturing Equipment
Update
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END
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Appendices
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The following is a summary of the investment in Development Assets. During Q3 2022 YTD, UBI 
invested:

$6.5m (non-recurring) into the following intangible assets.

• $3.7m in the veterinarian blood glucose product 

• $2.8m in clinical and development trials for our Xprecia Prime, Tn Antigen and Sentia products

Total amount to be invested during FY 2022 in “Development Assets” (non-recurring) is tabled below.

Cash Flow
Explained

$m Q3 2022 YTD Q4 2022 Total 2022
Petrackr 3.71 0.56 4.27
Xprecia Prime 1.24 0.77 2.01
Sentia 0.86 0.19 1.05
Tn Antigen Cancer Biomarker 0.71 1.03 1.74
Total 6.52 2.55 9.07
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Results
Profit and Loss Summary (Q3 2022)

Sales of Xprecia Stride were down due to the timing of 
Siemens orders (there were no Siemens orders placed 
in Q3 2022) and Siemens running existing stock levels 
down to zero. 

Reported sales of Sentia for YTD Q3 2022 were in line 
with the same period in 2021. In market sales of Sentia
products grew strongly.

HRL sales down because HRL had a 6-week shutdown 
as it moved premises and commissioned a new 
laboratory and new equipment. A major project which 
commenced in 2021 and was completed in Q2 2022 also 
impacted the sales reduction.

The products gross margin has increased 13.2% 
between periods, driven by direct Sentia and non-
Siemens sales representing a higher proportion of the 
Group’s total revenue. 

$m Q3 2022 YTD Q3 2021 YTD
Biosensors
Coagulation testing products 2.01 2.36
Wine testing products 0.79 0.80
Total revenue 2.80 3.16

Cost of goods sold 1.20 1.77
Biosensors gross profit ($) 1.60 1.39

HRL
Coagulation testing services 0.96 1.39
Total revenue 0.96 1.39

Cost of services 0.91 0.94
HRL gross profit/ (loss) ($) 0.05 0.45

Other expenses
Depreciation & amortization 2.02 1.63
Development expenses 6.52 3.46
Research expenses 2.46 1.84
Selling, general & administrative 7.61 4.00
Total expenses 18.61 10.93

Other income/ (expense)
R&D tax incentive income 2.62 2.34
Other 0.13 0.67
Total other income 2.75 3.01

Net loss (14.21) (6.08)
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Results
Balance Sheet (Q3 2022)

Highlights include:
• Increase in cash as a result of capital raise.
• Increase in inventories to secure Sentia and 

Prime meters from our overseas supplier and 
inventory being held at our overseas third party 
distribution warehouses. 

• $2.6m of the increase in other current assets is 
due to the R&D tax incentive receivable. 

• Increase in non-current assets is driven by HRL’s 
10-year premises lease which commenced in 
Jan 2022.

• Increase in Trade and other payables and Other 
Liabilities primarily due to:
o Increase in lease liability driven by HRL’s 

new premises lease; and
o Increase in accruals due to the un-invoiced 

Vet biosensor development work

$m
30 Sept

2022
31 Dec 

2021
Assets
Cash, cash equivalents & restricted cash 28.03 17.29
Inventories 4.16 2.14
Trade receivables 0.80 0.48
Prepayments & other current assets 8.03 4.94
Total current assets 41.02 24.85
Property, plant & equipment 4.11 4.10
Intangible assets 11.43 12.65
Other non-current assets 5.15 2.90
Total non-current assets 20.69 19.65
Total assets 61.71 44.50

Liabilities
Trade and other payables 6.80 3.91
Other liabilities 6.24 5.49
Total current liabilities 13.04 9.40
Deferred income tax liability 3.05 3.05
Other liabilities 7.20 4.44
Total non-current liabiities 10.25 7.49
Total liabilities 23.29 16.89

Net assets 38.42 27.61

Total equity 38.42 27.61F
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Major items contributing to higher payments to 
suppliers and employees include:  
• Investment in Petrackr, veterinary blood 

glucose product; 
• Investment in inventory for upcoming Xprecia

Prime launch and Sentia;
• Investment in FDA clinical trials for Xprecia

Prime.

28

Results
Cash Flow (Q3 2022)

$m
30 Sept

2022 YTD
30 Sept

2021 YTD Change %
Cash flows from operating activities

Receipts from customers 3.48 2.70 29%
Payments to suppliers & employees (17.52) (12.61)
Government grants & tax incentives 0.00 0.30
Other 0.08 0.20

Net cash - operating activities (13.96) (9.41) 48%

Cash flows from investing activities
Property, plant & equipment (1.04) (0.48) 117%

Net cash - investing activities (1.04) (0.48) 117%

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from share issue 26.01 0.00
Transaction costs on share issue (1.03) 0.00
Proceeds from exercise of options 0.04 0.07
Net proceeds/ (repayment) of borrowings (0.01) 0.02

Net cash - financing activities 25.01 0.09

Cash & cash equivalents at beginning 18.10 28.06
Net increase 10.01 (9.80)
Effect of movement in exchange rates 0.24 0.44
Cash & cash equivalents at end 28.35 18.70 52%
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